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INFO
Vs 

DISINFO

County Clare has hosted refugees and asylum 
seekers since 1956 when a group of 528 
Hungarian refugees arrived in Knockalisheen. 

This session will explain some of the key 
terms, language and processes involved in 
Ireland’s Refugee and International Protection 
System. 

There will be time for questions at the end. 



Disclaimer

This session is organised for the benefit of those in communities in 
Clare or elsewhere who may be in the position of welcoming and 
supporting people seeking protection to their areas or who may in 
the course of their work be asked questions by the general public 
about these matters.

It is not a legal advice session! Anyone seeking international 
protection here themselves should make contact with support 
organisations listed in the final slide who will be able to direct you 
to precise information on your particular situation. 



Second Disclaimer

Many of us have been campaigning for years to improve Ireland’s system 
for dealing with applications for asylum in Ireland and the dehumanising 
‘Direct Provision’ system used by the state to accommodate people. 

This session will explain the current system but should not be 
understood as defending it.

Clare PPN, MASI and Clare Solidarity Network want to see an end to 
direct provision and to see asylum seekers’ full human rights respected in 
Ireland. A commitment to ending direct provision by 2024 is part of the 
current programme for government. There are currently 20,001 people 
living in Direct Provision. Numbers in direct provision double to 20,000 in 
a year (rte.ie)

https://www.rte.ie/news/ireland/2023/0312/1361762-direct-provision/
https://www.rte.ie/news/ireland/2023/0312/1361762-direct-provision/


Today in Clare we have 
a variety of categories 
of people who came to 
Ireland seeking 
protection. These 
include:

• Refugees

• International Protection 
Applicants

• Ukrainians or those displaced 
from Ukraine who are 
availing of an EU Temporary 
Protection Directive  

Photo from MASI website: www.masi.ie



A small bit of law all the same…
where our commitments to refugees come from:

• Article 14 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights says Everyone has 
the right to seek and to enjoy in other countries asylum from 
persecution.

• Ireland is a signatory to the 1951 (Geneva) Convention on the Rights of 
Refugees and the 1967 protocol. UNHCR - Convention and Protocol 
Relating to the Status of Refugees

• These are overseen by the UNHCR. 149 states have signed up to these 
agreements and their key provisions have become customary law.

• ‘Non Refoulement’ is a core principle that a person may not be sent back to 
a country where they face serious threats to their freedom or safety.

• Irish Legislation: International Protection Act 2015 International Protection 
Act 2015 (irishstatutebook.ie) sets out the conditions and processes by 
which people can seek protection in Ireland.

https://www.unhcr.org/en-ie/3b66c2aa10
https://www.unhcr.org/en-ie/3b66c2aa10
https://www.irishstatutebook.ie/eli/2015/act/66/enacted/en/html
https://www.irishstatutebook.ie/eli/2015/act/66/enacted/en/html


• ‘’refugee” means a person, who owing to a well-founded fear of being persecuted 
for reasons of race, religion, nationality, political opinion or membership of a 
particular social group, (social group can include ethnicity, LGBTQ+ status etc) is 
outside his or her country of nationality and is unable or, owing to such fear, is 
unwilling to avail himself or herself of the protection of that country, or a 
stateless person, who, being outside of the country of former habitual residence 
for the same reasons as mentioned above, is unable or, owing to such fear, 
unwilling to return to it.

• Note that being from a war zone is not a pre-requisite for refugee status contrary 
to some public opinion.

• More info here: International protection terms explained (citizensinformation.ie)

Terminology:
Refugee

https://www.citizensinformation.ie/en/moving_country/asylum_seekers_and_refugees/the_asylum_process_in_ireland/refugees_asylum_seekers_introduction.html#lad40a


Terminology:
Resettlement or Programme Refugees
• A refugee is someone who has been recognised as meeting the conditions listed 

in the previous slide.  As often used in Ireland they ‘have refugee status’.  This 
means either* that they were settled in Ireland as part of an international 
agreement or that they have been successful in their application through the 
‘International Protection System’ (more on that later)

• What are resettled or programme refugees? People relocated to Ireland through 
international agreements, for example they may have been displaced from Syria 
and living in a refugee camp in Lebanon or Turkey and following various 
procedures including security checks and meetings with Irish officials they were 
resettled in Ireland. These are known usually as ‘Programme Refugees’ and do 
not go through an application process here on arrival Their status as refugees is 
agreed before they get here. The programme through which this is done in 
Ireland is called the Irish Refugee Protection Programme. Link gov.ie - Irish 
Refugee Protection Programme (www.gov.ie)

https://www.gov.ie/en/publication/ede36-irish-refugee-protection-programme/?referrer=http://www.justice.ie/en/JELR/Pages/Irish_Refugee_Protection_Programme_(IRPP):~:text=The%20Irish%20Refugee%20Protection%20Programme%20(IRPP)%20has%20worked%20with%20Local,3%2C000%20programme%20refugees%20across%20Ireland.
https://www.gov.ie/en/publication/ede36-irish-refugee-protection-programme/?referrer=http://www.justice.ie/en/JELR/Pages/Irish_Refugee_Protection_Programme_(IRPP):~:text=The%20Irish%20Refugee%20Protection%20Programme%20(IRPP)%20has%20worked%20with%20Local,3%2C000%20programme%20refugees%20across%20Ireland.


Terminology:
What is an Asylum Seeker?
• An asylum seeker is someone who has left their country and is seeking protection in another country. 

• Seeking asylum/protection is a human right – everyone has the right to request protection- there is no such thing 
as ‘an illegal asylum seeker’. 

• If an asylum seeker’s fears of persecution are found credible by the authorities after a process, and in line with the 
applicable grounds, they will be granted protection aka ‘Refugee Status’. 

• It is also open to the authorities to grant a status of Subsidiary Protection- this is usually done where the 
authorities recognise a valid fear of persecution but it does not fall under the grounds  for being designated a 
refugee, or if there is an indication that a general but not personal risk of serious harm to a person exists should 
they be sent back to their place of origin or previous habitation. More on subsidiary protection here: International 
protection terms explained (citizensinformation.ie)

• They may also be denied either refugees status or subsidiary protection but instead be granted ‘humanitarian’ 
leave to remain at the discretion of the Minister for Justice.

• Legally the term asylum seeker has been replaced in Ireland by ‘International Protection Applicant’ however both 
are still frequently used in discussions. The terms are more or less interchangeable and both mean the same 
thing. International Protection Applicant = Asylum Seeker. One slight difference is that International Protection 
Applicant is usually used to apply to someone who has begun the IP process.

https://www.citizensinformation.ie/en/moving_country/asylum_seekers_and_refugees/the_asylum_process_in_ireland/refugees_asylum_seekers_introduction.html#l50016
https://www.citizensinformation.ie/en/moving_country/asylum_seekers_and_refugees/the_asylum_process_in_ireland/refugees_asylum_seekers_introduction.html#l50016


International Protection 
Applicant:
International Protection 
Process (1/2)

• Introduced in 2015 – this is the process Ireland now uses 
to comply with its commitments made under the Geneva 
Convention. 

• A person arrives at a frontier/border or presents 
themselves to the authorities (International Protection 
Office (79-83 Lower Mount Street, Dublin 2) and requests 
international protection. You must be in Ireland or at a 
sea or airport to request International Protection. 

• They have a preliminary interview to decide their 
eligibility to apply for asylum in Ireland (Dublin 3 etc) / 
fingerprints/photos/temporary residence cert.

• They will be required to fill out a detailed questionnaire 
IP02. *

• They are then granted access to the international 
protection process- which will later include what is called 
a ‘substantive or personal interview’ a decision or 
recommendation to the minister is made and the person 
has the right to appeal that decision to the International 
Protection Appeals Tribunal. 

Peace Talks, Geneva 2015



• If IP applicants do not have accommodation here or can not 
provide their own they usually avail of the ‘direct provision 
system’ of accommodation, food and health care supports. 
They are not obliged to enter the DP system however if they 
don’t they can’t access the other supports provided.  

• If they are successful through this process they are granted 
protection. Refugee status entitles them to the same range 
of benefits as a citizen, to work and access state supports 
and social welfare. 

• Prior to receiving a declaration of refugee status, subsidiary 
protection or humanitarian leave to remain most social 
welfare and state supports are unavailable to IP applicants. 
I.E they do not live in social housing,or receive HAP or RAS 
payments or receive children’s allowance.  They do receive 
meals, medical cards and ‘support’ payments of 38.80 euros 
pw for adults and 29.80 euros pw per child and can make 
applications for additional needs payments.

• International protection applicants who have not received a 
first decision on their claim for protection within six months 
can apply for a work or self employment permit. Significant 
barriers to accessing work remain.  This right was achieved 
by an asylum seeker taking a supreme court case against the 
denial of his right to work for more than 8 years by the state. 
Burmese refugee wins right to work (irishexaminer.com)

Direct Provision Centre

International Protection 
Applicant:
International Protection 
Process (2/2)

https://www.irishexaminer.com/news/arid-20451275.html


Ukrainians and people 
displaced from Ukraine:
EU Temporary 
Protection Directive

‘’Temporary protection is an exceptional measure to provide 
immediate and temporary protection in the event of a mass 
influx or imminent mass influx of displaced persons from 
non-EU countries who are unable to return to their country 
of origin’’

More info here: Temporary protection (europa.eu)

• Means that Ukrainians and certain other qualifying 
people who were residing in Ukraine at the time of the 
invasion DO NOT HAVE to make an international 
protection application. They have a status of ‘Temporary 
Protection’ on arrival.  

• What is the difference? No waiting.  Immediate right to a 
residence permit (1- 3 years) Immediate access to social 
welfare supports, immediate access to labour market, 
access to accommodation, medical care, education for 
those under 18, family reunification, free movement 
within the EU for up to 90 days within 180 days of 
receiving residence permit.

Ukrainian Refugees crossing border into Poland

https://home-affairs.ec.europa.eu/policies/migration-and-asylum/common-european-asylum-system/temporary-protection_en


A few myths: 1. Must people seek protection 
in the first safe country they get to? No.
• Neither the 1951 Refugee Convention nor EU law requires a refugee to claim 

asylum in one country rather than another. 

• There is no rule requiring refugees to claim in the first safe country in which they 
arrive. There is no obligation on the asylum seeker to do so. 

• The EU does run a system – called the Dublin Regulations – which allows one 
EU country to require another to accept responsibility for an asylum claim where 
certain conditions apply.

• The relevant conditions include that the person is shown to have previously 
entered that other EU country or made a claim there. This is supposed to share 
responsibility for asylum claims more equitably among EU countries and 
discourage people moving on from one EU country to another. 



A few myths 2: But they’re from safe 
countries..
Ireland deems the following as safe countries of origin: Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, North 
Macedonia, Georgia, Kosovo, Montenegro, Serbia, South Africa.

A person from a country deemed safe CAN apply for International Protection and many people from such 
countries are granted refugee status or other forms of protection- because their situation meets the 
criteria.

Just because a country is not at war does not mean particular groups of people do not experience 
persecution there. Individuals can also experience persecution from non state actors – gangs, 
paramilitaries, fundamentalist religious groups etc and in these cases even if their country is deemed safe 
they may have a strong basis for their asylum claim. In these cases usually they must prove that they are 
under threat and that their state can not or will not protect them.  In particular this can often apply to 
LGBTQ+ people for example in South Africa or Georgia. Or it can mean basically unliveable conditions –
for example in Somalia: 

‘’At least 6.7 million Somalis, almost half of Somalia's 17.1 million population, 
face acute food insecurity, with 300,000 expected to experience famine this 
spring’’. 9 things you need to know about the crisis in Somalia | OCHA (unocha.org)

https://www.unocha.org/story/9-things-you-need-know-about-crisis-somalia


A few myths 3: They are illegal/entered illegally 

What about people who arrive without documents?

The ‘Convention’ further stipulates that, subject to specific exceptions, 
refugees should not be penalized for their illegal entry or stay. This 
recognizes that the seeking of asylum can require refugees to breach 
immigration rules.



A few myths 4: Do International Protection 
Applicants get put on the housing list? 
• No. When a person is granted refugee status or other form of protection 

they become eligible for state supports in relation to housing. In that case 
depending on income and the usual criteria they will be eligible to be put 
on the housing list, avail of HAP, RAS or if applicable Homeless HAP. 

• Until their claim is fully heard they may only avail of direct provision or else 
provide their accommodation themselves.* Currently not all arrivals are 
being offered any accommodation (267 people without even DP)

• When they become eligible for such supports they are put on the same lists 
as all others- not on a priority list.

• NB Programme refugees who have refugee status on arrival in Ireland 
usually go to a reception centre first and are then transferred into standard 
social housing as it becomes available. This is an obligation on the Irish 
state.



Putting the increases in perspective:



1. Turkey 3.6 million

2. Colombia 2.5 million

3. Germany 2.2 million

4. Pakistan  1.59 million

5. Uganda 1.48 million

6. Russia 1.45 million 

7. Poland 1.21 million

8. Sudan 1.1 million

9. Bangladesh 929,000

10. Ethiopia  867,000

11. Iran 840,000

Which countries host 
most refugees? 



Displaced People Worldwide (Mid 2022)



It is extremely likely that the numbers of 
displaced people worldwide will increase in 
the coming years due to:

• Climate change

• Conflict – including for resources

• Polarisation 

• Natural disasters

Most displaced people are in the countries 
next to the one they left. Many of these are 
poor countries themselves.

Ireland is a safe place with a low 
population density and a need 
for immigration. Whilst we are 

not at the forefront we do need 
to plan to accommodate a 

growing population.

The Future?



Links to support and advocacy organisations

• MASI

• Clare Immigrant Support Centre – Home

• Doras - Promoting and protecting human rights Doras

• CLDC | Clare Local Development Company

• Home | nasc (nascireland.org)

• Contact us | Irish Refugee Council

• Home | Immigrant Council of Ireland

• Migrant Rights Centre Ireland - providing support for migrant workers 
(mrci.ie)

https://www.masi.ie/
https://www.clareimmigrantsupportcentre.com/
https://doras.org/
https://cldc.ie/
https://nascireland.org/?gclid=Cj0KCQjwtsCgBhDEARIsAE7RYh0bIxBeX00Y-fw3Cv2NoKNTYWJIgfStzAXO1QR1ptynYn8xS1H-Vu8aAnmUEALw_wcB
https://www.irishrefugeecouncil.ie/contact-us
https://www.immigrantcouncil.ie/
https://www.mrci.ie/
https://www.mrci.ie/
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